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ANSWERS - WORKBOOK 6

1. A TEACHER FOR ALL SEASONS
P. 3–6
 A. 1. unimportant 3. disapprove 5. discontinue
  2. unpleasant 4. unusual 6. disheartened
 B. 1. drawings, map 2. neighbour, grandparents
 C. 1. b 2. c 3. d 4. a
 D. (Accept any relevant response.)
 E. the – article she – pronoun I – pronoun
	 	 busy	–	adjective	 hard	–	adverb	 finds	–	verb
  improve – verb well – adverb or – conjunction
  shining – adjective with – preposition be – verb
	 	 flower	–	noun	 in	–	preposition	 good	–	adjective
  skilfully – adverb 
 F. (any two for each)
  1. pleasure, discontent, gratitude 4. they, you  
  2. encourages, leads 5. hard
  3. sunny, pleasant, warm, helpful 6. outside, with
 G. bright happy pleasant warm
  comfortable helpful pleasure
  encourages leads sprouts
  gratitude nurtures  sunny
 H. bright happy pleasant sunny
  comfortable helpful warm
  (Sentences – Accept any relevant response.)
 I. (Accept any relevant response.)

2. THE RIVER BANK
P. 7–10
 A. 1. astonishment 3. digestion 5. completion
  2. procession 4. excitement 6. calculation
 B. 1. We need to make payments for the services that the 

resort offered.
  2. Do you think our parents will give permission to 

attend the party?
  3. After the monthly examination, the students got some 

time off to make merry.
  4. Neeta’s boss likes to give orders. He doesn’t like to do 

any work himself.
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  5. Our travel agent can make arrangements for us to 
cover three cities in a week.

  6. Do I need to give reasons for my late arrival?
  7. The children did their best not to make errors in their 

answers.
  8. Deepti has to make announcements in today’s 

assembly.
 C. 1. DECLARATIVE
   – Ranji’s mother walked in.
	 	 	 	–	“I	think	I	left	it	on	the	field.”
   – Next day Ranji was at Mr Kumar’s shop.
  2. INTERROGATIVE
	 	 	–	“Ranji,	where’s	your	bat?”	she	asked.	
	 	 	–	“Can	I	go	and	fetch	it	now?”
	 	 	–	“What’s	the	matter?”
	 	 	–	“Was	it	your	lucky	bat?”
  3. IMPERATIVE
	 	 	–	“Please	do	so	tomorrow,	it’s	getting	dark	now.”

  – “You can use another bat and still make all the runs 
you	want.”

  4. EXCLAMATORY
	 	 	–	“How	foolish	of	me!”
	 	 	–	“I’ve	lost	my	bat!”
	 	 	–	“How	sad!”	
 D. 2. I wish that I were a kid again.
  3. It is very kind of Mary to help him.
  4. He is very demanding.
  5. It is a great joy.
 E. 1. What a helpful person you are!
  2. Can Paul play the guitar?
  3. The Tropic of Cancer passes through India.
  4. I looked through the glass, Mr Saran was sleeping.
  5. Please hold this bag for me.
 F. (Accept any relevant response.)
 G. (Accept any relevant response.)

3. A HANDFUL OF SALT
P. 11–14
 A. 1. The visitors wanted to look at all my paintings.
  2. May loves to watch television on Sundays.
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  3. If all goes well we will see you tomorrow.
  4. Can you please look for my pen?
  5. Susan wants to watch the match rather than play.
 B. 1. clueless 3. kindness 5. wonderful 7. helpless
  2. cheerful 4. loudness  6. noisy 8. sandy
 C. 1. light 3. click 5. break 7. pay
  2. take 4. ask 6. make 8. speak
 D. (Accept any relevant response.)

 E. 1. The conductor was checking the tickets.

  2. Aravind Adiga won the 2008 Man Booker Prize.

  3. My aunt writes short stories.

  4. Grandfather looked closely at the tortoise.

  5. Saina Nehwal won the Indonesian Open championship.
 F. 1. noun 2. verb 3. (Accept any relevant response.)
 G. (Accept any relevant response.)

4. JUMBO JET
P. 15–17
 A. 1. Swiss 3. Irish 5. Canadian
  2. Brazilian 4. Portuguese 6. Nepalese
 B. 1. Thames 2. metropolis 3. bottle
 C. 1. a 2. b 3. a
 D. 1. loaves 3. activities 5. deer
  2. pencils 4. centuries 6. wishes
 E. 1. My neighbour’s sons-in-law are the pilots of aircraft.
  2. The lioness and the cubs were playing with the elephant 

calves.
  3. The rain clattered on the roof of the house.
  4. The passers-by admired the new buildings.
  5. Can you please take photos of the brides and 

grooms?
  6. Mother bought new pairs of scissors. 
  7. The boy needs a new pair of jeans and trousers.
 F. 1. The shop sells books, magazines, posters and 

stationery.
  2. It was a hot, sultry day.
  3.	Radhika	said,	“I	went	to	Singapore	with	the	kids.”
  4. Armstrong cycled for ten kilometres, when his legs gave 

way. 
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  5. The most important building in Mohenjo-Daro was a 
huge water tank, which is known as the Great Bath.

 G. (Accept any relevant response.)

5. THE DIAMOND NECKLACE
P. 18–21
 A. 1. a 2. b 3. b        4. a 
 B. 1. Switch off the lights.
  2. Give me a piece of paper.
  3. The thief was off at a great speed.
  4. Water is made of oxygen and hydrogen.
  5. Ashok was the son of Sheetal.

 C. 1. The witness refused to answer the lawyer’s question.

  2. I never forget to do the yoga exercises.

  3. I would like to go to Manila and Bali.

  4. I know that you will succeed in the venture.

  5. Rohit wishes to become a journalist.
 D. (Accept any relevant response.) SUGGESTIONS:
  2. The king wore a crown studded with diamonds.
  3. Grandma tells very interesting stories.
  4. Nidhi wore a saree woven with gold thread.
  5. The campers came across an old and narrow bridge.
  6. We heard the loud and frightening sound.
 E. 1. The inter-school debate competition held once a year 

has been postponed.
  2. A storm is building up, close the doors and windows  

at this moment.
  3. Sara spoke in a very soft voice.
  4. The cottage beside the orchard belongs to my aunt.
  5. What did the chief guest do as soon as he arrived?
 F. 1. Monica is learning the language of France. (noun)
  2. The boys ran with swiftness. (adverb)
  3. This is a document of great importance. (adjective)
  4. The king wore a robe made of silk. (adjective)
  5. The Principal has arrived at this moment. (adverb)
  6. The captain is a man of great courage. (adjective)
 G. (Accept any relevant response.)
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6. JUNK FOOD!
P. 22–25
 A. 1. a 2. b 3. b 4. a 
 B. 1. overcook 3. overcome 5. overweight 7. overcast
  2. overtime 4. overlook 6. oversee 8. overnight
 C. 1.	 happy	and	satisfied	with	what	you	have
  2. made pure by having other substances taken out of it
  3. the substance stored under the skin of animals and 

humans
  4. something very pleasant and enjoyable
  5. give special importance
 D. 1. improper 5. unimportant 9. unfortunate
  2. unpardonable 6. disagreeable 10. undo
  3. disapprove 7. ungrateful 11. impatient
  4. disharmony 8. indecent 12. invisible
 E. 1. phrase 2. clause 3. phrase 4. clause 5. clause
 F. 1. What Smita told Ruhi was not true.
  2. I know what a noun clause is.
  3. Do you expect to	win	the	first	prize?
  4. I wonder who wrote this sentence?
  5. She knows that her hard work will bear good results.
  6. Do you know the person who will be the new principal?

 G. 1. This is the orphanage which is managed by my 
grandmother.

  2. Is this the gentleman whom the people have elected?

  3. God helps those who help themselves.

  4. The clock that costs a lot is my grandfather’s.

  5. Please tell me the name of the person whom we have  
to contact.

  6. The children, who are dressed in red, are in the choir.
 H. 1. When the girls are ready, we can leave for the movie.
  2. The match ended just the way we thought it would.
  3. I will take you to the zoo after your exams are over.
  4. The president stood where she could see the crowd 

properly.
  5. I have been well since I started doing yoga.
  6. The wise man called his sons when he was about to die.
 I. (Accept any relevant response.)
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7. SILVER
P. 26–28
 A. a a b b 
 B.	 dog,	doves,	mouse,	fish	
 C. scampering, moveless
 D. 1. silk 3. beaver 5. a raven 7. tortoise
  2. button 4. a feather 6. leather 8. a wink
 E. 1. Haven’t you seen the Taj Mahal before?
  2. We’re sorry we couldn’t attend the wedding.
  3. Why aren’t the children playing? It’s a holiday today.
  4. The young children mustn’t go without their teacher.
  5. It wouldn’t be a good idea to go for a picnic today.
 F. 1. the arms of the chair 5. the walls of the hall
  2. the cats’ ears 6. the birds’ wings
  3. the tyres of the car 7. the girls’ scarves 
  4. the children’s songs 8. my aunt’s room 
 G. (Accept any relevant response.)

8. OLIVER FINDS HAPPINESS
P. 29–31
 A. 1. DELAYED 3. GENTLE 5. GUILTY 7. COMPOSED
  2. HEALED 4. MISERY 6. DELIBERATE
 B. FEEL — scared, lonely, warm
  ASK — questions, permission, favours
  FIND — answers, peace, fault
 C. 1. to begin with 3.	 finally
  2.	 firstly,	secondly	 4. next
 D. 1. countable 5. uncountable 9. countable
  2. countable 6. uncountable 10. uncountable
  3. uncountable 7. countable
  4. uncountable 8. uncountable
 E. (Accept any relevant response.)
  1. saplings 2. oxygen 3. water 4. sugar 5. prizes
 F. 1. the, the 2. × 3. the, × 4. The 5. ×, ×
 G. (Accept any relevant response.)

9. THE SONG FROM HEAVEN
P. 32–34
 A. 1. d 2. a 3. b 4. c
 B. 1. g  2. h  3. f  4. a  5. b  6. c  7. e  8. d
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 C.  1. They 3. him 5. They 7. me
  2. I 4. her 6. me 8. us
 D. 1. yours 2. hers 3. theirs 4. mine 5. ours
 E. 1. himself 5. itself 9. herself
  2. herself 6. himself 10. yourselves, herself
  3. herself 7. themselves
  4. herself 8. myself
 F. 1. Sheena’s brother’s friend is a pilot.
  2. The birds’ singing can be heard in the morning.
  3. The sisters’ families have lunch together every Sunday.
  4. Mitali’s and Sneha’s parents’ are going to listen to the 

Prime Minister’s speech.
  5. We spent our summer holidays at my grandmother’s 

house.
  6. It’s the best time to begin the new project.
 G. (Accept any relevant response.)

10. A CHILD’S THOUGHT
P. 35–36
 A. 1. a 2. a 3. b 4. a 5. b 
 B. PROWLING — row,  low, long, ring, grow, wing, lion, owl,  

girl, win, glow
  ENCHANTED — end, ant, chant, head, heart, heat, need, 

net, neat, hen, den, dead, ten, hand
 C. 1. wrote 2. lots 3. weak 4. boost
 D. (Accept any relevant response.) SUGGESTIONS:
  1. magical, creative/busy 4. green
  2. beautiful 5. dainty, grassy 
  3. clear
 E. 1. enchantment 3. boyhood 5. expectation
  2. childhood 4. imagination 6. loss
 F. (Accept any relevant response.)

11. THE GAME OF BADMINTON
P. 37–40
 A. 1. avid 2. keen 3. astonished 4. feigning 5.	baffled
 B. 1. table, throat 4. game, path, person
  2. lesson, trick, recipe  5. decision, shower
  3. project, training 
 C. 1. c 2. d 3. b 4. a 
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 D. 1. Two walls of the large bedroom were painted yellow.

  2. The most hardworking student has been awarded the 
first prize.

  3. The player won two of the three games in straight sets.
 E. 1. Which, some 2. whose, all
 F. 1. that 2. These, those 3. this
 G. 1. tall 3. farthest 5. funny
  2. deepest 4. better 6. less
 H. 1. appetising 2. generous 3. advisable 4. nutritive
 I. 1. each 3. many 5. the, whose, a 7. this
  2. some 4. their 6. second 8. Your/my or My/your
 J. (Accept any relevant response.)

REVISION TEST PAPER 1
P. 41–43
 A. 1. Douglas Jardine was the Captain of the Marlyebone 

Cricket Club of England.
  2. Vijay Merchant was able to play in all the three tests as 

he	had	done	sufficiently	well	to	retain	his	place.
  3. Sixteen players are included in a cricket team.
  4. Vijay Merchant requested an autograph from Gandhi.
  5. The memorable incident was that Gandhi signed the 

autograph book as the 17th man of the MCC team. 
This	showed	that	though	he	was	fighting	the	British	
government for India’s freedom he had nothing against 
the common man of England.

 B. 1. leafed through the pages – turned over the pages
  2. tooth and nail – with full might or determination
  3. to put himself down – to come down to the level
 C. (Accept any relevant response.) SUGGESTIONS:
  1. The students of the school are free to approach their 

principal any time.
   The approach road to the stadium has been dug up for 

repairs. 
  2. The one-day cricket matches will be played under 

floodlights.
   Do you think this blouse matches my pants?
  3.	 The	flag	of	Canada	has	a	red	maple	leaf.
   Could you please leaf through the pages of this 

document?
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 D. 1. e 2. a 3. d 4. c 5. b 
  (Sentences – Accept any relevant response.)
 E. 1. The recycled paper had a greenish tinge. 
  2. This street seems rather unfamiliar. 
  3. Martha could not get up early as she had a sleepless 

night.
  4. It is unlikely that it will rain today. 
  5. There were only a handful of people in the church.
  6.	 The	film	was	quite	boring so we left before it got over.
  7. It’s still unclear whether the meeting will be held 

tomorrow.
  8. The food in the new restaurant was really tasty. 
 F. 1. crystal 2. joint 3.	 definite	 4. childish
 G. 1. The daughters-in-law were making beautiful batik 

designs.
  2. The aircraft	were	flying	low.
  3. My grandfather often listens to news on the English 

channels on television.
  4. Susan bought a cassette and some compact discs from 

the shop.
  5. The player and the umpire	inspected	the	field.
 H. 1. clause 2. phrase 3. clause 4. clause 5. phrase
 I. 1. Uncle Ken’s chair broke when he sat in it.
  2. A farmer’s hands are rough and hard because of the 

work he does.
  3. Would anyone like to see Pia’s new dress?
  4. Riya’s mother laughed at Monika’s joke.
 J. 1. stronger 3. most interesting
  2. more comfortable 4. youngest
 K. 1. The, them 2. his, it 3. the, They 4. These, They
 L. (Accept any relevant response.)

12. THE RICE-CAKE RACE OF THE MONKEY 
AND THE BULLFROG

P. 44–46
 A. 1. courtyard 3. persuade 5. astonishment
  2. hospitality  4. woes
 B. 1. c 2. d 3. a 4. b
 C. 1. d 2. e 3. a 4. b 5. c
 D. 1. A secondary infection can set in if you don’t take proper 

precautions.
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  2. The cat entered the shop and accidentally set off the 
alarm.

  3. Sunny’s uncle has set up a business for him.
  4. My mother has set aside some money for my 

education.
  5. They set out at seven o’clock, just as they had planned.
 E. (Accept any relevant response.) SUGGESTIONS:
  1. The school starts at eight in the morning.
  2. I stay in a hostel.
  3. I get up at six in the morning.
  4. Yes, I like to read the newspaper.
  5. I like to play badminton in the evening.
 F. 1. I am speaking loudly.
  2. Michelle is eating the apples.
  3. Paul has been sitting here. 
  4. The girls play the piano well.
  5. Peter has written a play for the Annual Day.
  6. Selma has finished her work.
 G. (Accept any relevant response.)
 H. (Accept any relevant response.)

13. INDIAN WEAVERS
P. 47–49
 A. (Accept any relevant response.) SUGGESTIONS:
  1. break of day peaceful, refreshing
  2. newborn child crying, cute    
  3. queen royal, palace
  4. moonlight silvery, starry
  5. weaver hardworking, quiet      
 B. 1. d  2. f  3. c  4. a  5. e  6. b
 C. 1. The twins passed with flying colours in their 

examination.
  2. The truck appeared on the road out of the blue.
  3. Aditi is feeling blue these days. Her cat has 

disappeared.
  4. When Nelson Mandela visited India, the Indian 

government rolled out the red carpet for him.
  5. Luke was green with envy when he heard that I would 

be going to Japan for a month.
  6. Mr Arvind dismissed the employee as he was caught 

red-handed taking money out of the cash box.
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 D. Across
  1. employer
  3. artisan
  6. scientist
  7. cashier                                                              
  Down
  2. playwright
  4. painter
  5. doctor

 E. 1. sweater/scarf 4. secret
  2. story 5. cupboard/room
  3. life/dream 6. bike/horse
 F. 1. Were all these baskets woven by the ladies of this 

village?
  2. Have you seen a spider weaving its web?
  3.	 The	fire	engine	had	to	weave through the huge crowd.
  4. Natasha carefully wove	the	jasmine	flowers	into	a	

garland.
  5. Arjun and Rampal learnt the art of weaving from their 

father.
  6. My grandmother wears sarees woven from cotton 

thread.
 G. (Accept any relevant response.)

14. MAKING FRIENDS
P. 50–53
 A. 1. shabby but genteel poverty 5. peals
  2. startled 6. grim
  3. young and lively 7. gruff
  4. row  8. squeal
 B. 1. Jo can never sit still means Jo is always moving 

around.
  2. What does Laurie do to amuse himself means what does 

he do to keep himself happy.
  3.	 Laurie	stood	transfixed	means	he	stood motionless 

due to surprise. 
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  4. Jo refers to Beth as ‘She’s my girl’. It means that Beth is 
Jo’s favourite person.

  5. Laurie need not think that he would be a bother means 
Laurie should not think that he would be annoying.

 C. (Accept any relevant response.) SUGGESTIONS:
  1. The bulldozer was clearing the road of all the mud.
   The tourists parked their jeep in a clearing and then 

walked into the forest reserve. 
  2.	 The	bride’s	family	were	seated	in	the	first	row in the 

church.
   A noisy row broke out between two groups of people. 
  3. We will have to politely refuse the wedding invitation.
   The city’s refuse is collected and recycled.
 D. 2. Jo will be visiting Laurie.
  3. Jo will have visited Laurie.
 E. 1. This weekend, Jo’s mother will be baking blancmange 

for Laurie. 
  2. We will be driving to the Alice Sanctuary next 

weekend.
  3. At this time tomorrow, I will be boarding	the	flight	to	

Hong Kong.
  4. Uncle and Aunt will be coming tomorrow. 
  5. The Prime Minister will be going to Malaysia after two 

days.
  6. Most probably, Grandpa will be sleeping when we 

reach home. 
 F. 1. By the beginning of the new term Ram will have 

passed his exams.
  2. When you meet me next, I will have left school.
  3. By the end of the week Rohit will have read this book. 
  4. The hall will have been painted by the end of 

December.
  5. When I visit my grandmother again, she will have 

knitted my sweater.
  6. By the end of January, we will have lived in this house 

for four years.
  7. I will have completed my homework by the time my 

mother returns from work.
 G. 1. Joseph will have been learning English for two 

months by the end of November.
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  2. After ten minutes Michael will have been running in 
the long distance race for two hours.

  3. By April, I will have been teaching in this school for 
ten years.

  4. Grandmother will be completing ninety years this 
August. 

  5. Father will have been working at the hospital for 
twelve years this June.

  6. By the end of this year, Ram will have been writing 
this book for two years. 

  7. They will have been building the tower for two 
weeks.

 H. (Accept any relevant response.)

15. MY MOTHER SAW A DANCING BEAR
P. 54–55
 A. dancing, caper, march, somersault
 B. June, summer heat, burning coat of fur

 C. 1. The keeper played a tune to make the bear dance.

  2. The phrase bruin’s aching eyes mean that the bear  
was sad and miserable.

  3. The bear’s natural home is in forests and the snow.
 D. 1. laughed, cried 2. march, halt
 E. After supper, I went back to the garden where my dog, 

Dan, was dozing under a tree. He sprang up and ran to me. 
There was no other young girl in the neighbourhood. When 
I rode my bicycle, he ran behind me; when I roller-skated 
on the sidewalk, he trotted behind. It had been that way 
since Daddy brought him home, a fat brown puppy, four 
years before.

 F. (Accept any relevant response.)

16. NO ROOM FOR A LEOPARD
P. 56–58
 A. 1. My friend set off on a quest	to	find	the	herb.
  2. Some shrubs thrive better in the shade of tall trees.
  3. Archaeologists have found the ruins of ancient cities in 

India.
  4. Kathy is a haven for those who seek peace and quiet.
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  5. When the thief heard the wail of police sirens, he fled 
the scene.

 B. 1. chirping birds
  2. spotted leopard
  3. insensitive/cruel hunters
  4. green/beautiful hills
  5. small/gurgling stream
 C. 1. active 2. active 3. passive 4. active 5. passive
 D. 1. The playful kitten broke the clock.
  2. Anita cleaned the mirror.
  3. I have read this story before.
  4.	 The	farmer	is	ploughing	the	field.
  5. Anita broke the glass.
 E. 1. The room was quickly tidied up by Adam.
  2.	 Funds	for	the	flood	victims	were	collected	by	the	

children.
  3. A bowl of peas was shelled by Grandma.
  4. Our history notes will be checked by Mrs Anand.
  5. Have some of the biscuits been eaten by the boys?
 F. (Accept any relevant response.)

17. SPRING QUIET
P. 59–60
 A. 1. budding 2. arching 3. dwell 4. snare 
 B.	 field	and	fallow	 	 fairy	foreland	 	 With	willow-weed
 C. 1. cooler 4. more surprising 7. more enjoyable
  2. freshest 5. farthest 8. happiest
  3. interesting 6. clear
 D. (Accept any relevant response.)

18. THE MYSTERIOUS VISITOR 1
P. 61–63
 A. 1. c 2. d 3. a 4. b
 B. 1. e 2. c 3. d 4. a 5. b
 C. 1.	He	answered	that	he	was	able	to	find	some	more.
  2. The boy asked Dhalan what wrong he had done.
  3. The jockey shouted that they should leave his horse 

alone.
  4. The man asked his wife if she was going shopping.
  5. The doctor advised me to have plenty of fruit juices.
  6. My uncle asked how far the airport was. 
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 D. 1.	 “The	bank	has	lost	my	cheque!”	the	customer	shouted.
  2.	 “Pay	me	before	you	leave,”	Mrs	Hall	said	to	the	visitor.
  3.	 “I	am	in	Sri	Lanka.	I	have	good	news	for	you!”	said	Nina.
  4.	 “I	have	got	admission	in	a	college	in	Bangkok,”	she	said.
  5.	 “When	are	you	coming?”	I	asked	her.
  6.	 “I	will	be	in	Jakarta	next	month,”	Nina	replied.
  7.	 “Will	you	be	staying	with	us?”	I	asked.
  8.	 “I	will	call	as	soon	as	I	arrive,”	promised	my	aunt.
 E. (Accept any relevant response.)

19. THE MYSTERIOUS VISITOR 2
P. 64–66
 A. 1. backed out 3.	 fill	in	 5. put out
  2. check out 4. break out
 B. 2. novelist 5. biologist 8. chemist
  3. artist 6. pianist 9. environmentalist
  4. tourist 7. dentist 10. receptionist
 C. (Accept any relevant response.)
  1. loudly 3. lately 5. happily
  2. frequently 4. widely 6. carelessly/roughly
 D. 1. well – adverb of manner
  2. fast – adverb of manner, behind – adverb of place
  3. tomorrow – adverb of time
  4. incredibly – adverb of manner
  5. frequently – adverb of time
  6. anywhere – adverb of place
  7. usually – adverb of frequency
  8. partially – adverb of manner
 E. 1. Tanya dances gracefully but her twin sister Piya dances 

more gracefully.
  2. Peter works hard but he has to work harder to get good 

results.
  3. Feroz thought he had reached the station early but the 

train had arrived earlier than him.
  4.	Mrs	Kamat	parked	her	car	far	from	the	office,	but	

Shamita parked her car the farthest.
  5. The team of architects completed their project quickly. 

Do you think they could have completed it more 
quickly?

 F. (Accept any relevant response.)
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20. BELIEVING
P. 67–68 
 A. 1. disbelieve, believable, believing
  2. unclear, clearly, clearing
  3. unkind, kindly, kindness
  4. incomplete, completely, completing, completeness
  5. helping, helpful
 B. 1. high and low 4. give and take 7. thick and thin
  2. right and left 5. black and white 8. trial and error
  3. slow and steady 6. skin and bone
 C. 1. a. preposition b. adverb
  2. a. noun b. adjective c. adverb
  3. a. preposition b. adverb
  4. a. adjective b. adverb c. noun
  5. a. adverb b. preposition c. adjective
 D. (Accept any relevant response.)

21. EXCALIBUR
P. 69–71
 A. 1. knight 2. visor 3. charger 4. chain-mail 5. oars
 B. (Accept any relevant response.) SUGGESTIONS:
  1. The horse rider gently pulled on the reins of the horse.
   I wonder how life would have been during Akbar’s 

reign!
  2. Ramola is an active member of her school music band.
   The government has banned the use of plastic bags by 

shopkeepers.
  3.	During	the	recent	floods	in	Bihar,	the	river	Kosi	had	

changed its course.
   Shanta’s soft skin had become dry and coarse due to 

the harsh winter.
  4. I am going to my uncle and aunt’s house for a few 

days.
   My pet dog seemed in a daze when he heard the loud 

noise. 
 C. 1. I received the call at ten o’clock. 
  2.	 I	will	be	flying	from	Chennai	to Delhi. 
  3. I got scared when the cow ran towards me.
  4. John fell off the chair. 
  5. I will go to the cinema with my mother. 
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  6. When did you get up in the morning?
  7. Has the train from Medan arrived? 
  8. I love to stand at the window when it rains. 
 D. Across
  3. before  8. behind
  6. at 11. on
  7. with
  Down
  1. to 6. at
  2. below 8. by
  3. beside 9. in
  4. from 10. down
  5. within
 E. (Accept any relevant response.)

22. STOPPING BY WOODS 
ON A SNOWY EVENING

P. 72–74
 A. 1. woody 2. × 3. horsy 4. × 5. shaky 6.	flaky
 B. (Accept any relevant response.) SUGGESTIONS:
  1. The striking nurses are not worth their salt.  
  2. Mr and Mrs Loisel worked hard to make both ends meet.
  3.	No	matter	how	difficult	times	it	may	be	but	do	not	lose 

ground.
  4. Mrs Rao is not the kind who turns a deaf ear to her 

students’ queries.
  5. Raja welcomed the holy man with open arms. 
  6. As a rule, every night the children say their prayers 

before going to bed.
 C. 1. that 3. Which 5. who 7. who 9. which
  2. whose 4. that 6. that 8. which 10. whom
 D. 1. Which curtains would you prefer?
  2. What is the name of the team in red?
  3. Who is father speaking to on the phone? 
  4. Whom are you going with?
  5. Who drank the milk?
  6. Which letter comes after q in the English language?
  7. Which skirt is more expensive?
  8. Whom did you give the package?
 E. (Accept any relevant response.)
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23. THE HEN
P. 75–77
 A. 1. whisper 3. mutter 5. shout/yell
  2. mumble  4. exclaim 
 B. 1. chuckled 3. protested 5. muttered
  2. observed 4. exclaimed
 C. 1. Mr Paul hoped he would have a flourishing business.  
  2. One should not make anyone look ridiculous. 
  3. This machine is reliable. 
  4. We had a dreadful experience last night. 
  5. The thoughtfulness of the children could be seen in 

the execution of the plan. 
 D. 1. and 3. or 5. so 7. because 9. until
  2. since 4. but 6. when 8. unless 10. Although
 E. 1. either – or 3. neither – nor 5. not only – but also
  2. Whether – or 4. both – and  
 F. (Accept any relevant response.)

REVISION TEST PAPER 2
P. 78–80
 A. 1. Mason’s actual name was Mason Alexis Cudrow. He was 

a collegiate registrar.
  2. According to Mason, newspapers usually printed things 

about celebrities.
  3. On the night of 29 December Mason was injured by a 

horse and was taken to a police station for examination. 
He had received slight injuries.

  4. over-excited
 B. 1. celebrities 2. souvenir 3. intoxicated 4. sustained
 C. 1. e 2. a 3. d 4. b 5. c
  (Accept any relevant response.) SUGGESTIONS:
  1. spic and span – Nitin likes to keep his room spic and 

span.
  2. lock, stock and barrel – Our neighbours have moved to 

a new house lock, stock and barrel.
  3. kith and kin – The kith and kin of my landlady had 

assembled for her sixtieth birthday.
  4. prim and proper – Grandpa looked absolutely prim and 

proper in his new three-piece suit.
  5. down and out – The beggar might appear to be down 

and out but he always has a smiling face.  
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 D. (Accept any relevant response.)

 E. 1. My neighbour’s dog is huge but it is as gentle as a lamb.

  2. A gymnast can be as agile as a cat.

  3. When the bell rang the children shot out of the class like 
a bullet.

  4. My younger brother can often be as stubborn as a mule.

  5. Usha ran like the wind.

 F. 1. The Prime Minister is coming.
  2. Peter has written a play for the Annual Day. 
  3. Kelly had played the piano.
  4. Chris will be welcoming the holy man.
 G. 1. The Bandra – Worli sea link in Mumbai was inaugurated 

by Sonia Gandhi.
  2. A.R. Rehman composed the music for the song Jai ho!
  3. The neighbours collected the funds for the earthquake 

victims.
  4. The Indonesian Open title was won by Saina Nehwal.
 H. 1. Laurie said that he had a bad cold and he was shut up 

for a week.
  2.	 “Why	didn’t	you	bring	any	food	for	me?”	asked	the	

visitor.
  3. Loisel declared that they must take measures to replace 

that jewel.
  4.	 “I	am	proud	of	you!”	said	the	teacher	to	Nina.
 I. 1. tomorrow – adverb of time
  2. generally – adverb of frequency,
   more – adverb of quantity,  
   anywhere – adverb of place
  3. here – adverb of place
  4. fast – adverb of manner    
  5. enough – adverb of degree
 J. 1. Would you like to get into the car?
  2.	 The	sun	finally	came	out	from	behind the clouds.
  3. Victor has been studying for two hours.
  4. I am sorry for having woken you up.
  5. Place the table between the two chairs.
  6. Who is the girl standing with Ajay?
  7. Manish parked his car on the road.
  8. Sarah has gone to church with her parents.
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 K. 1. It was raining so we had to cancel the picnic.
  2. Unless the principal gives us permission, we can’t go 

for the trip.
  3. Buy me both, an ice cream and a cup of fruit yoghurt.
  4. I did receive my friend’s letter but forgot to reply to it.
  5. This is the church where my parents were married.
  6. Although whales live in water, they are mammals.
  7. It’s still not clear whether the meeting will be held or 

not.
  8. My pet cat knows when to wake me up.
 L. (Accept any relevant response.)


